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First access to the ocean beneath Ekstromisen, Antarctica,
by means of hot-water drilling

U. NIXDORF, H. OERTER A1\'D H. MILLER
Alfred- T;Vegener-Institut fiir Polar- und /Heeresforsdwng, D-27515 Bmnerhal'en. Gerll/llI!)'

ABSTRACT. A hot-water drill developed during the past 2 years at Alfred-
vVegener-Institut was used to penetrate Ekstromisen several times near the German
wintering-over base, Neumayer (70°39' S, 08c 15' VV). The drilling operation was very
successful and the initial large diameter (;:::35 cm) allowed easy access to the ocean.
One hole was used to install an ultrasonic echo-sounder which recorded the ablation at
the ice-shelf bottom continuously. Another hole was destined [or emplacement o[ a
thermistor string throughout the 237 m thick ice shelf for ice-temperature
measurements. Several CTD profiles in the 175 m deep water column and the
analysis of water samples provided valuable data [or the understanding of ice-shelf-
ocean interactions.

INTRODUCTION

In many aspects, ice shelves playa very important role
in the Antarctic environment. They are the main
drainage areas for the vVest Antarctic ice sheet, thus
controlling the mass balance of the ice sheet and
participating in its dynamics (Doake and Vaughan,
1(91). On the other ham!, it is the ice-shell' ocean
interaction which plays an important role in forming the
bottom water of the world's ocean (Fahrbach and
others, 1991). Tce-shelf movement, as well as ocean-
circulation systems and climate change, have been
described by numerical models (e.g. Determann, 1991;
Hcllmer and Olhers, 1991; Jenkins and Doake, 1991;
Huybrechts, 1992; Jacobs and others, 1992), which,
however, depend on field measurements for calibration
and validation purposes. Physical properties of the ice
shelves (e.g. Oertel' and olhers, 1992; Eicken and others,
1994) are needed as well as ablation and accumulation
rates at the ice-shelf bottom (e.g. Grosfeld, 1(93). The
ocean currents are driven by the thermohaline condi-
tions, and therefore measurements of salinity and sea-
water temperature are needed (e.g. Nicholls and others,
1991) and especially current velocities which, however,
were only once determined heneath an ice shelf
(0sterhus and Orheim, 1992).

Compared with the two largest ice shelves in Antarctica,
Ross and FilehnCl'~Ronne Icc Shelves, Ekstromisen (Fig. I)
is small (8700 km\ and therefore it plays a minor role in
the fl'amework of global-change considerations. Never-
theless, the principal physics of icc shelves an~ independent
o[ their areal extension and the wintering-ovcr basc
:'\Jeumayer on Ekstromisen is quite easily accessible and
therefore an optimum area for testing drilling equipment
and various measuring devices, as well as starting pilot
studies.

110

THE HOT-WATER-DRILLING EQUIPMENT

A proper means for penetrating ice bodies even to depths
of several hundreds of meters is hot-water drills, as has
bcen provcn by several field studies (e.g. Engelhardt and
Determann, 1987; ~icholls and others, Igg I: Tken and
others, 1gg3). These hot-wa tel' drills enable a fast
penetration rate but they need a tremendous logistic
back-up. The hot-water drill dC\'cloped at AWl consists

71" S

Fig. 1. iHatJ oj Ekstro)nisen (aJier 1mtitut Jii"r Ange-
wandte Geodiisie, 1989). The drill site ll'IIS located
adjacent to the geoplu,siml ohsermtol)' 0/ the Germlln
l.uintering-(wer hllse.. Neum~rer.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the measuring devices in hot-
water-drilled boreholes and underneath the ice shelf.
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of six modified high-pressure cleaners, one winch-drum,
the controlling electronics of the electrical winch,
comprising display of hose tension as wdl as drilling
speed and depth of the nozzle. Thc water needed is
produced by melting snow in a water tank. Several
pumps are used to supply the high-pressure heat
exchangers and to recover used water from a separate
hole in the lim, that reduces the energy needed for
melting snow. Thus, more heat can be used for drilling.
The capacity of the heat exchangers is 750 k\V, and the
maximum capacity of the hig'h-pressure pumps is approx-
imately 90 I min I. The drilling speed is controlled by the
\\'inch electronics, dependent on which are the total
weight of the hose and drill head, Thus, it can be ensured
that the nozzle never touches the borehole bottom.
Gra\ity always forces the nozzle to hang freely in the
borehole. and a vertical borehole will be mclted. This is
necessary to enable undisturbed access to the borehole for
\\ater sampling and borehole logging.

DRILLING DURING THE 1993 FIELD SEASON

During the 199:3 field season, the hot-water drill described
above was used to penetrate the approximately 240 m
thick Ekstrbmisen three times. The drill sites were located
adjacent to the geophysical observatory of the German
over-wintering base, Neumayer. The geometry of the
boreholes was determined with the aid of a caliper and
inclination sonde. Immediately after drilling, the dia-
meter was at least 35 em and the inclination of the
borehole deviated not more than a few degrees from the
\Trtical. The time used for drilling itself was 12 d; a total
of 46 d was needed to get started and finished with
installing all measurement devices. The fuel consumption
totalled 14 tonnes of diesel and 4 tonnes of gasoline.

One of the three boreholes was used to install an
ultrasonic echo-sounder approximately 11.3 m below the
ice-shelf bottom. The orientation of the sounder is
upwards. For given time intervals, it determines its
distance to the bottom of the ice shelf. Thus, subglacial
ablation or accumulation can be recorded directly. The
data arc recorded at the geophysical observatory. A
second hole was used to install a temperature string, with
II thermistors, through the ice shelf The data are
transmitted via ARGOS to Bremerhaven. Through the
third hole, a pressure gauge was lowered to the sea
bottom for recording tides, and a onc-conducter cable
with two temperature sensors was lowered to the ocean
bottom. Before these installations were completed, the
holes gave access to the ocean for six consecutive CTD
prolilings and water samplings. Two diflt:rent water
samplers were used on thc same cable, providing 130 Inl
and l.51 samples, respectively. A schematic drawing of
the complete arrangement is shown in Figure 2.

FIRST RESULTS

Figure 3a shows the variation of the distance between the
echo-sounder and the icc-shelf bottom over a period of
154 d from I March to I August 1993. The distance varies
considerably between 8 and 11.7 m. These oscillations

may be caused by obviously strong tidal currents entering
beneath the ice shelf and moving the sounder along the
vertical. By this movement, the distance to the ice-shelf
bottom varies periodically, and will be dependent on the
square of the speed of the sea-water current. An analysis
of the frequency distribution of the distance variations
(Fig. 3a) results in the spectrum of amplitudes given in
Figure 3b. Evident are daily periods 01'24,12 and 6 h, and
with lower amplitude a period of 8 h; a fortnightly period
can also be seen. This means that the distance between
echo-sounder and ice-shelf bottom varies with tidal
frequencies; there is very little energy on other frequen-
cies. This proves directly the existence of tidal currents
underneath the ice shelf and that the echo-sounder follows
the tide current. As the motion of the echo-sounder
beneath the ice shelf is complex, we deduce the melting
rates from the variation of the maximum distances as a
first-order approximation. Though one cannot rule out
the possibility that long-period changes in the tidal
current may induce a change in slope of the base line,
we interpret this change in slope as varying melt rates
under Ekstrbmisen. Seasonally varying melt rates have
also been reported at other locations near icc fronts
(Grosfeld and others, 1992). These "linear fits" are shown
as lines I and 2 in Figure 3a. The different slopes result in
ablation rates of 23 cm month 1 during J'vlarch and April
and of 3 cm month 1 from May to August. Thus, the
melting rate close to the icc front (Fig. I) shows a distinct
variation with higher ablation in summer and lower_
ablation in winter. The deduced values of ablation agree
quite well with model results calculated for the marginal
area of Ekstrbmisen due to energy-balance considerations
(Kipfstuhl, 1991). Thus, this ultrasonic echo-sounder
provides a method for direct ablation measurements and
makes another valuable contribution to the mass-balance
calculations of ice shelves. Furthermore, it should be
possible to use the displacement of the echo-sounder to
calculate the speed of these currents, if it has once been
calibrated under defined conditions.

The influence of the tidal currents is also recognizable
from the temperature data of the CTD profiles (Fig. 4a).
Qualitatively, the sequence of the six profiles behaves
similarly. The coldest water body with-in one case-a
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Fig. 3. a. Recorded distances between an echo-sounder underneath Ekstriimisen and the ice-shelf bottom. The variations of
the distance are due to displacement of the sounder by tidal currents. The deduced ablation rate varies between 23 em month-1

in "summer" and 5cm month-1 in "winter". b. Spectrum amplitudes of the variations ~frecorded distances between an echo-
sounder and the ice-shelf bottom (see Fig. 3a).

temperature below -2.0cC appears closest to the ice shelf;
immediately after the drilling had been completed.
Afterwards, the temperature increases and decreases
from minimum temperatures below 1.90"C to max-
imum temperatures above -] .85°C within a depth range
betw'een 200 and 260 dbar. Below 260 dbar, down to the
sea bottom, a slightly increasing temperature is observed.
The vertical width of the warm-water body, as well as the
depth of the maximum temperature, varies with time. An
explanation might be that, with the tidal current,
relatively warm water flows under the ice shelf from the
sea-ice-covered areas in front of and within Atka iceport.
The salinity of the sea water under the ice shelf shows
little variation (Fig. 4b) but increases with depth. The
water samples taken through the boreholes are still under

analysis for 8180 content and various nutrients. The
results will enable a further description of the water
masses and conclusions about their origin.

The temperature profiles of the ice shelf, as measured
with the aid of the temperature string at several times, arc
displayed in Figure 5. The horizontal lines indicate the
depths of the thermistors (except 15m), each curve
representing one set of measurements. One day after the
drilling was finished, the temperature in the borehole was
close to and even below the melting point. Almost
3 months are needed until the remaining heat of the
hot-water drilling is drawn ofT and an undisturbed
temperature profile (Grosfeld, 199:1) is observed. This
enables a qualitative study of the heat conductance in the
ice shelf, as well as an estimate of the ice volume
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Fig. 4. a. Temperature profiles underneath Ekstriimisen
from 19 January, 1850 h to 20 January, 0610 h. b.
Salini~y projiles underneath Ekstroinisenjrom 19 January,
1850 h to 20 January, 0610 h. Salini~y variations within
the borehole are due to vertical water flow induced by the
continuously operating submersible pump in the cavern
(Fig. 2) and reaming oj the borehole with jresh water
between the CTD runs.
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Fig. 5. Temperature distribution throughout Ekstro'rnisen.
The thermistor string is inserted in a hot-water drilled
hole, drilled in January 1993.
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